Tennis Match Results  
Florida A&M vs Florida State  
Feb 02, 2022 at Tallahassee, FL  
(Speicher Memorial Tennis Center)

Florida State 7, Florida A&M 0

**Singles competition**
1. #22 Petra Hule (FSU_W) def. Porter, Haleigh (FAMU) 6-1, 6-1
2. Lesedi Jacobs (FSU_W) def. Sandy, Sierra (FAMU) 6-1, 6-1
3. Vic Allen (FSU_W) def. Clayton, Adrienne (FAMU) 6-1, 6-2
4. Anna Arkadianou (FSU_W) def. Sumaia, Claudia (FAMU) 6-1, 6-0
5. Kianah Motosono (FSU_W) def. Salinas, Susan (FAMU) 6-0, 6-2

**Doubles competition**
1. Lesedi Jacobs/Vic Allen (FSU_W) def. Porter, Haleigh/Salinas, Susan (FAMU) 6-1
2. Petra Hule/Kianah Motosono (FSU_W) def. Clayton, Adrienne/Sumaia, Claudia (FAMU) 6-0

Match Notes:
Florida A&M 1-1
Florida State 3-1
Order of finish: Doubles (2,1); Singles (2,3,1,4,5)